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IntroductionIntroduction

WorkWork onon syntaxsyntax by by thethe cognitivecognitive linguisticslinguistics
movementmovement has tended has tended toto focusfocus onon how how 
semanticssemantics can can constrainconstrain grammaticalgrammatical
constructionsconstructions..

construalconstrual ((e.ge.g., figure ., figure andand groundground, , 
perspectivizationperspectivization))

informationinformation structurestructure
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IntroductionIntroduction

WeWe wantwant toto focusfocus onon thethe otherother sideside ofof thethe SaussureanSaussurean
coincoin toto show how show how phonologyphonology can can actact as a as a constraintconstraint
onon grammaticalgrammatical constructionsconstructions..

TheThe grammargrammar fragmentfragment wewe havehave chosenchosen isis thethe SpanishSpanish
Hay X y (hay) X’Hay X y (hay) X’--constructionconstruction, , whichwhich isis similar, similar, 
thoughthough notnot identicalidentical, , toto itsits EnglishEnglish counterpartcounterpart (2(2):):

(1) (1) Hay mentiras y (hay) mentiras.Hay mentiras y (hay) mentiras.
(2) (2) ThereThere are are lieslies andand ((((thenthen) ) therethere are) are) lieslies..
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SomeSome waysways in in whichwhich phonologyphonology
correlatescorrelates withwith syntaxsyntax

PhonologicalPhonological complexitycomplexity: : GrammaticalGrammatical wordswords
tendtend toto be be phonologicallyphonologically lessless complexcomplex crosscross--
linguisticallylinguistically thanthan lexicallexical wordswords in in termsterms ofof, , 
e.ge.g., ., tonictonic accentsaccents, , vowelvowel durationduration, , andand
syllabicsyllabic structurestructure ((seesee, , e.ge.g., ., KellyKelly 1992, 1992, 
MorganMorgan et alet al. 1996, . 1996, ShiShi et al. et al. 1998, 1999).1998, 1999).
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SomeSome waysways in in whichwhich phonologyphonology
correlatescorrelates withwith syntaxsyntax

RegularityRegularity in in morphophonologymorphophonology: : 
MorphophonologicalMorphophonological cuescues often correlateoften correlate veryvery
wellwell toto grammaticalgrammatical classesclasses andand featuresfeatures ((seesee
e.ge.g.. KellyKelly 1992, 1992, MacWhinneyMacWhinney 1998, 1998, MaratsosMaratsos
1988) 1988) 
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SomeSome waysways in in whichwhich phonologyphonology
correlatescorrelates withwith syntaxsyntax

IntonationIntonation unitsunits andand prosodicprosodic cuescues: : CroftCroft (1995) (1995) 
has has shownshown thatthat intonationintonation unitsunits correspondcorrespond veryvery
closelyclosely toto grammaticalgrammatical unitsunits. . FurthermoreFurthermore, , 
prosodyprosody andand intonationintonation--unitunit segmentationsegmentation seemsseems
toto provideprovide parsingparsing cuescues thatthat helphelp indicateindicate andand
disambiguatedisambiguate grammaticalgrammatical structurestructure ((seesee, , e.ge.g., ., 
GilboyGilboy & & SopenaSopena 1996, 1996, MorganMorgan et al. et al. 1987, 1987, 
SchaferSchafer et al. et al. 20002000).).
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SomeSome waysways in in whichwhich phonologyphonology
correlatescorrelates withwith syntaxsyntax

GrammaticalityGrammaticality judgmentsjudgments:: IntonationIntonation can can 
dictatedictate whetherwhether a a givengiven syntacticsyntactic stringstring isis wellwell--
formedformed oror notnot::

MadMad MagazineMagazine--sentencessentences

(3) a.  (3) a.  HIMHIM, , finishfinish hishis thesisthesis??
b. *b. *HimHim finishfinish hishis thesisthesis..
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SomeSome waysways in in whichwhich phonologyphonology
correlatescorrelates withwith syntaxsyntax

SpanishSpanish pero sipero si-- construction (Montolío 1999)construction (Montolío 1999)
(4)(4) Pero si Pero si YAYA lolo he       hecho.he       hecho.

ButBut ifif alreadyalready itit havehave--I  doneI  done
‘‘WhatWhat are are youyou talkingtalking aboutabout: : I'veI've alreadyalready done done it’it’

*?*? Pero si ya lo he hecho.Pero si ya lo he hecho.
ButBut ifif alreadyalready itit havehave--I  doneI  done
‘‘ButBut ifif I'veI've alreadyalready done done it’it’
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The The HayHay X y (Hay) X y (Hay) YY--constructionconstruction

The Spanish construction “Hay X y hay Y” has two The Spanish construction “Hay X y hay Y” has two 
versions: versions: 

Enumerative:Enumerative:
(5) (5) 

HayHay vidavida y hayy hay calorcalor ((fromfrom “Viva España“Viva España”)”)
‘There's‘There's lifelife andand there'sthere's wamth’wamth’

HayHay crimen y hay injusticiacrimen y hay injusticia
‘There's‘There's crimecrime andand there'sthere's injustice’injustice’

HayHay infraestructura y hay tecnologíainfraestructura y hay tecnología
‘There's‘There's infrastructureinfrastructure andand there'sthere's technology’technology’
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The HayThe Hay X y (Hay) X y (Hay) YY--constructionconstruction

Contrastive:Contrastive:
(6)(6)

HayHay ricos y hay pobresricos y hay pobres
‘There's‘There's thethe richrich andand there'sthere's thethe poor’poor’

HayHay alegrías y hay tristezasalegrías y hay tristezas
‘There‘There are are happyhappy times times andand andand therethere are are sadsad times’times’

HayHay riesgos y hay oportunidadesriesgos y hay oportunidades
‘There‘There are are risksrisks andand therethere are are oportunities’oportunities’

HayHay frío y hay calorfrío y hay calor
‘There's‘There's coldnesscoldness andand there'sthere's warmth’warmth’
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The HayThe Hay X y (Hay) X y (Hay) X variantX variant

SpecialSpecial case: Hay X y (hay) X’: case: Hay X y (hay) X’: 
(7)  (7)  HayHay libros y hay libros y hay libros libros 

‘There‘There are are booksbooks andand therethere are are books’books’

LikelyLikely intepretationintepretation::
There are There are (good)(good) books and there are books and there are (bad)(bad) booksbooks

Other contextual possibilities:Other contextual possibilities:
a. There are a. There are (interesting)(interesting) books and there are books and there are (boring)(boring) booksbooks
b. There are b. There are (expensive)(expensive) books and there are books and there are (cheap)(cheap) booksbooks
c. There are c. There are (well(well--written)written) books and there are books and there are (poorly(poorly--written)written)

booksbooks
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The [Hay X y X] variantThe [Hay X y X] variant

This [Hay X and (hay) X] construction can again This [Hay X and (hay) X] construction can again 
have two readings:have two readings:

(8) Enumeration(8) Enumeration
Hay Hay días y díasdías y días
‘There‘There are are many days’many days’
Hay Hay mujeres y mujeresmujeres y mujeres
‘There are many women’‘There are many women’
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TheThe [Hay[Hay X y X y Y]Y] variantvariant

(9) Contrast: (9) Contrast: 
hayhay marxistas y marxistas marxistas y marxistas (Che Guevara)(Che Guevara)
‘There‘There are are marxistsmarxists andand marxists’marxists’
hay lágrimas y lágrimashay lágrimas y lágrimas
‘There‘There are are tearstears andand tears’tears’
hayhay clientes y clientesclientes y clientes
‘There‘There are are customerscustomers andand customers’customers’
hayhay comentarios y comentarioscomentarios y comentarios
‘There‘There are are commentscomments andand comments’comments’
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Contrastive Hay X y XContrastive Hay X y X

Morphosyntactically, the contrastive version Morphosyntactically, the contrastive version 
tends overwhelmingly to be plural, count tends overwhelmingly to be plural, count 
nouns with a “generic” readingnouns with a “generic” reading
Semantically, the contrastive version could be Semantically, the contrastive version could be 
considered a ‘hedging’ construction, informing considered a ‘hedging’ construction, informing 
the hearer about the existence of different the hearer about the existence of different 
subgroups within a given category (cf. subgroups within a given category (cf. There There 
are books and booksare books and books))
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Brief phonological descriptionBrief phonological description

RhythmRhythm
In the contrastive version, there is a pause between the first In the contrastive version, there is a pause between the first 
X variable and the conjunction X variable and the conjunction ‘‘yy’’::

((10)10) Hay mentiras Hay mentiras // y mentirasy mentiras
‘‘There are lies  and liesThere are lies  and lies’’

In the enumerative version, no separation or alteration of the In the enumerative version, no separation or alteration of the 
rhythm is foundrhythm is found

((11)11) Hay mentiras Hay mentiras yy mentirasmentiras
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Brief phonological descriptionBrief phonological description

IntonationIntonation
In the contrastive version, the first conjunct has a In the contrastive version, the first conjunct has a 
rising tone, while the second decreasesrising tone, while the second decreases

(12)(12) Hay mentiras Hay mentiras ↑↑ y y mentirasmentiras ↓↓

In the enumerative version, both conjunct have a In the enumerative version, both conjunct have a 
rising tonerising tone

(13) Hay mentiras y mentiras (13) Hay mentiras y mentiras ↑↑
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An experimental studyAn experimental study

Research questions:Research questions:
(1) Since phonology (specifically, intonation) (1) Since phonology (specifically, intonation) 
is basic to syntactic constructions, can we use is basic to syntactic constructions, can we use 
intonation to prime syntax?intonation to prime syntax?
(2) Could this intonational priming be done (2) Could this intonational priming be done 
through another domain of cognition, namely, through another domain of cognition, namely, 
musical notes (so, can music prime syntax?)musical notes (so, can music prime syntax?)
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Our experimental studyOur experimental study

Participants read a text that can biasParticipants read a text that can bias them to a them to a 
enumerative or a contrastive reading of the last enumerative or a contrastive reading of the last 
sentence (with the form sentence (with the form ‘‘hay X y Xhay X y X’’))
Before reading the last sentence of the text ( Before reading the last sentence of the text ( ‘‘hay X y hay X y 
XX’’), they hear a musical phrase (which was was ), they hear a musical phrase (which was was 
played with a synth, using a violin sound) that played with a synth, using a violin sound) that 
resembles the intonational curve of one of the two resembles the intonational curve of one of the two 
intonations.intonations.
The idea is that when context and intonation match, The idea is that when context and intonation match, 
the last phrase will be understood quickerthe last phrase will be understood quicker
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Experimental designExperimental design

Enumerative
Context

Hay X y X

Enumerative
Intonation

Contrastive 
Intonation
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Experimental designExperimental design

Contrastive
Context

Hay X y X

Enumerative
Intonation

Contrastive 
Intonation
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Experimental design: predictionsExperimental design: predictions

Enumerative
Context

Quicker!Congruent
Condition

Enumerative
Context

Incongruent
Condition Slower

Contrastive
Context

Congruent
Condition Quicker!

Contrastive
Context

Incongruent
Condition Slower
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An exampleAn example

I though John didn’t like reading. However, I though John didn’t like reading. However, 
when I went to his house, everywhere...when I went to his house, everywhere...

There were books and booksThere were books and books
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Pilot studyPilot study

Subjects: 16 participantsSubjects: 16 participants
Materials: Materials: 

10 enumerative10 enumerative--biasing texts and 10 contrastive biasing texts and 10 contrastive 
biasing textsbiasing texts
Four musical phrases (2 & 3 syllabled contrastive Four musical phrases (2 & 3 syllabled contrastive 
and enumerative intonations)and enumerative intonations)

Task: a selfTask: a self--paced reading taskpaced reading task
Goal: to understand the texts presented to themGoal: to understand the texts presented to them
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Preliminary resultsPreliminary results
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Preliminary resultsPreliminary results
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Preliminary resultsPreliminary results
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ConclusionConclusion

Semantics is the Semantics is the ““holy grailholy grail”” of linguistics and of linguistics and 
cognitive science in general. As such, there is cognitive science in general. As such, there is 
nothing wrongnothing wrong with focusing on the semantics with focusing on the semantics 
of a given grammatical construction of a given grammatical construction 
Nonetheless, as our pilot study seems to Nonetheless, as our pilot study seems to 
suggest, the phonology of grammatical suggest, the phonology of grammatical 
constructions could be equally important in constructions could be equally important in 
some casessome cases
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ConclusionConclusion

We believe, then, that intonational patterns are We believe, then, that intonational patterns are 
certainly bound up with syntactic patterns.certainly bound up with syntactic patterns.

This is coherent with the notion of grammatical This is coherent with the notion of grammatical 
construction; construction; 
it is it is not not coherent with the notion that syntax is a coherent with the notion that syntax is a 
modular system. modular system. 

This is especially evident because our paradigm is This is especially evident because our paradigm is 
crosscross--modal (music/syntax) modal (music/syntax) 
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ConclusionConclusion

Stay tuned!Stay tuned!
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AppendixAppendix

2 syllable contrastive phrase2 syllable contrastive phrase

3 syllable contrastive phrase3 syllable contrastive phrase

2 syllable enumerative phrase2 syllable enumerative phrase

3 syllable enumerative phrase3 syllable enumerative phrase
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Appendix IIAppendix II

Experimental design details:Experimental design details:
Critical stimuli: Critical stimuli: 

10 enumerative and 10 contrastive biasing stories 10 enumerative and 10 contrastive biasing stories 
ending with the target sentence “Hay X y X”ending with the target sentence “Hay X y X”

Fillers: Fillers: 
10 enumerative and 10 contrastive biasing stories 10 enumerative and 10 contrastive biasing stories 
ending with similar endings (e.g., “there were many X” ending with similar endings (e.g., “there were many X” 
or “not all X are the same”)or “not all X are the same”)

Thus, each subject read 40 storiesThus, each subject read 40 stories
The stories had a mean length of 30,34 wordsThe stories had a mean length of 30,34 words
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Contact informationContact information

Joseph Hilferty: hilferty@ub.eduJoseph Hilferty: hilferty@ub.edu
Javier Valenzuela: jvalen@um.esJavier Valenzuela: jvalen@um.es
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